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Editorial
Airsho 2002 came and went at a
fantastic speed. This is common to all
the good moments of our life. It's the
unavoidable consequence of the warm
feelings experienced by every participant, and the proof that this feast was
a great success. We must prepare our
participation to Airsho 2003 which will
take place on October 4 and 5, 2003.
The Grand Opening of the Mission 441
display in the AAHM does not mean
that this project has reached its end.
Colonel Jacques Leroux is currently
working hard on a book that will tell
the complete story of this mission. He
will tell us about it during our General
Assembly.
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AIRSHO 2002
A REUNION WHICH CAN BE CALLED
"RENDEZ-VOUS WITH FRIENSHIP"

The points to be discussed during this
General Assembly on November 23
are already legion and will include
our possible actions for an increase
participation to Airsho 2003.
This General Assembly will include
the election of an FSS Unit Leader
for the three years to come. Potential
Unit Leaders can still apply, but they
must do that very soon if they want
their application to be accepted. Also,
if you have not sent your cheque for
the annual diner on Saturday 23, or
if you haven't asked for a hotel room
reservation in the Acadie, it is urgent
that you call us at once.
Finally, I would like to thank very
warmly all those members who participated in the donation to the French
Supporter Squadron of a WWII pilot
flight gear to replace the one that was
stolen from our booth during the 2002
airshow of La Ferté-Alais.
You will read, in the full report made
on Airsho2002, the complete list of
these generous donors. The amount
of work they did and the energy that
they spent for this quest is simply
amazing. In addition, thanks to their
generosity, our Squadron did not have
to spend one cent for this acquisition !
On behalf of all FSS members, I thank
them very much for this proof of solidarity and for their friendship.
Bernard

Version 2002 of Airsho went like a dream for all CAF
members, and, particularly, for the members of the
French Supporter Squadron.
Frienship was the key word during our stay which brought
many good surprises, the biggest of which was the donation, to our Unit, of a complete WWII pilot flight gear by
several CAF members and friends, to replace the items
that were stolen during the airshow at La Ferté-Alais in
2002.
Thanks to colonel Jim Adams, the traditional diner that
the FSS has been organizing during Airsho for several
years, in Midland, has also been a real success which
reached the record figure of 37 guests !
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Those forgotten planes…

BREGUET 690 & series
Un article du col. Michel Cahiez - Photos SHAA & Potez

The Breguet 690 was part of the
same program C3 as the Potez 63.
Although Breguet had decided to
vary from this program by designing
a heavier airplane, the Armée de
l'Air requested a more detail study
of this aircraft which was born in
1935. Breguet did not join the nationalizations, and, as a consequence,
it lost any priority, with the result of
one full year waiting for the delivery
of the Hispano Suiza 14AB engines,
which delayed the first flight of the
prototype of the same amount of
time. This flight finally took place in
March 1938. The first tests revealed a very high speed, equal to the
maximum speed of the Dewoitine
520, and higher than the speed of the Morane 406 !

After the fall of France, Italy inherited many aircraft that
they immediately put into service. The germans got hold
of 25 airplanes which were in such a state that they were
destroyed after their engines had been dropped and used
to power the Henschel 129 aircraft.

The first version of the aircraft produced was a two
seat ground attack bomber of which 98 were built. The
Hispano engines did not give the result that were expected, and they were replaced by the Gnome & Rhône 14
M4/M5 on the Breguet 693. One hundred and twenty of
these planes were produced.

The Breguet operated by groups I/54 and II/54 distinguished themselves during attacks on enemy troops in
May 1940. Seventy aircraft were shot down, and
caused the death of 45 crew members.
Let us take, as an example, the attack of 12 Breguet
693 of the GB I/54, on May 12, 1940, in the area of
Tongres/Maastricht/Tirlement, in Belgium : Plane
nulmber 18, flown by Lieutenant Delattre, with his
gunner Adjudant Di Mateo, gets ready to attack
a column of german tanks. Flying at 50 feet, the
pilot starts its attack run. The plane is immediately
hit on its side and the left engine catches fire. Di
Mateo is killed instantly. Delattre carries on and
successfully drops his bombs on the enemy tanks.
The plane is hit again and its right engine is on fire.
Lieutenant Delattre shouts over the radio : "Mateo,
they got you… But I will get them !", and Delattre
crashed his plane on the tanks below.

Breguet 695A, one of the last of the production, hastily built.

The type 695 was fitted with Pratt & Whitney R-1830
engines, and 50 aircraft were built. The 696 was no
other than the 693 built by Farman in Billancourt, and
by SNCAC in Bourges.

On that day, planes number 18, 19, 21, 24, and 38, did
not go back to their base in Montdidier…

All types produced included a Hispano canon and 4
machine-guns, and could carry 8 bombas of 50 kilos
each or 2 of 200 kilos each.
Of the 224 Breguet 693, and of the 50 Breguet 695
which were given to the Armée de l'Air, only 106 and
33 respectively, were accepted, because of the lack of
equipment caused by the slow production consequent
to the nationalizations.
On May 10, 1940, 45 airplanes had been sent to
Bombardment Groups, 12 were kept as reserve aircraft, 22 were stationed in test and school centers,
19 were waiting for their equipment, and 10 were
damaged.

Breguet 693 with 20 mm gun impacts visible below the windscreen.
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AIRSHO 2002

Article and photos : B. Delfino

AIRSHO 2002 HAS CONFIRMED
ITSELF AS THE GREATEST
WARBIRD AIR SHOW IN THE
WORLD.
THIS GREAT ANNUAL EVENT WILL
ALSO BE REMEMBERED FOR ITS
OUTSTANDING
FRIENDSHIP
WHICH TOOK A VERY SPECIAL
DIMENSION FOR THE FRENCH
SUPPORTER SQUADRON.

The FSS members who travelled all the way to Midland
were definitely not disappointed by Airsho 2002. This
great annual reunion fulfilled its promises, and the
weather was nice and hot. As a result, a few painful sunburns reminded everyone of Airsho during the few days
that followed this memorable week-end !

was on the Thursday afternoon, and the Special Show for
Special People was on the Friday morning. Therefore, it
would not take much to turn our annual reunion into a
week event during which could easily be organized some
conferences useful to CAF Unit members, either leaders
or simple members, or some movie projections about
WWII. The members' imagination would be the limit.

Not less than 25 FSS members got together in Midland :
Bob & Lilian Ayars, Merrill Butikofer, Claude De Marco,
Bernard & Fumiko Delfino, Eric Ducreau, Patrick Gremez, Roy & Irene Grinnell, Aubrey & Barbara Hair, Rick
& Louise Hudlow, Ray Kinney, George Lodge, Jim Lux,
Claude Requi, Sandy & Connie Sansing, Daniel & "Kiki"
Sauvage, Terran Tidwell, Regis Urschler, and Herb Wilson.

GRAND OPENING OF THE "MISSION 441" DISPLAY
The very first significant event for the FSS was the Grand
Opening of the Mission 441 display in the AAHM, on
Thursday October 3rd, at 13:30.
Prepared by Phil Barnes, this display of various historical items donated by our Unit and by the veterans who
took part in this mission, is one of the most significant
displays of the museum. "Mission 441" has become the
symbol of the sacrifice of the dozens of thousands of
bomber crew members who fought in the skies of Europe
to help us get our freedom back.

The list of our close friends was also important and much
too long to quote them all here. There were so many that
it was difficult to meet them all and discuss for more
than a few minutes ! It was the case for Terran Tidwell
who I met by accident in the O'Club as I was looking for
another of our members who got lost in the crowd. Our
conversation lasted exactly three minutes. Just the time
for him to pay his annual dues !… I felt very bad and
guilty, and I hope that he will forgive me. We will try and
compensate this next year.

The picture below gives an idea of the size of this display
which is not completely finished. Two glass-cases will be
installed on either side of the audio panel that allows the

This problem is linked to the short duration of Airsho,
and I suggested to the CAF that they change this weekend event into a full week one. This would give us enough
time to see all our friends and discuss with them without
any constraints. It would also allow the aircraft to arrive
in Midland well before the Thursday or the Friday, and
it would also be good, economically, for the CAF and the
cities of Midland and Odessa. It would simply mean that
CAF members would need to organize their holidays to
suit the new Airsho dates. Already, some of the events
that are part of Airsho, each year, are outside the weekend : The ACAHOF banquet took place on the Friday
evening, the Grand Opening of the Mission 441 display
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ams. This diner turned out to be a great success since
37 people gathered together. The restaurant Bamboo
Garden which has a giant buffet made of delicious chinese and japanese specialities was up to the task, and
this warm reunion allowed everyone to meet again or to
get acquainted.
This meal started with a speech given by the FSS Unit
Leader who reminded everyone of the steps made by
our Unit during the past year. He mentioned the bad
memories of the WWII pilot flight gear that was stolen
from our booth during the La Ferté-Alais airshow, and
concluded on a very special "Happy Ending" that Rick
Hudlow, member of the Oklahoma Wing, the A26 SH Group, and
the FSS, explained.
visitors to hear about the story of this mission. They will show other historical memorabilia which will give an even greater meaning
to this great project that was successfully
completed by our Unit.

Rick Hudlow and George Lodge,
two members of the FSS, decided,
during the CAF Winter Staff Conference in February 2002, that
they could probably help us find
the equivalent of this pilot flight
gear. They asked the assembly for
help with a very positive result. Of
course, this task was not easy. It required months of efforts and patience, but they managed to reach a complete
success, and took the opportunity of our trip to Midland
to donate to the FSS a comprehensive pilot equipment
made of authentic elements of great value, so much that
we now have more items than before this robbery !…

This Grand Opening gave Tamy O'Bannion,
Director of the AAHM, Phil Barnes, responsible for this display, Bernard Delfino, Unit Leader of the
FSS, and Herb Wilson, one of this B17 crew members, the
occasion to tell everyone about the efforts that were necessary to complete this project, thanks to the members of
the FSS who organized it. Herb took this opportunity to
tell, with great humor, that he had the pleasure to act as
a "life-buoy" for colonel Fumiko Delfino when they swam
together at colonel John Rœder's, one of the main artisans of this great project (Photos above).

This equipment, that one can estimate at more than
$ 1500,00 on the collectors' market, includes a fabric
helmet with flight goggles, Ray-Ban sun glasses, radio
equipment, and oxygen mask, a tan shirt, a pair of tan
trousers, a life-jacket (Mae West), an A2 leather jacket, a
pair of gloves, and a pair of boots.

Left to right : Phil Barnes, Butch's son : Ferrell Butikofer, the son of
pilot John Godwin, and the son of Noel Freeman discuss the Mission
441 display.

Many guests participated to this moving ceremony : Veterans, children and relatives of the latter, CAF members,
AAHM members, FSS members, and, as it is always the
case for moments made of pure friendship, this ceremony
ended too early.

Louise and Rick Hudlow, sitting between Fumiko Delfino and Claude
Requi, during the diner at the Bamboo Garden restaurant.

Those who could not be there will need to see this "Mission 441" display when they visit the AAHM during one of
their future trips to Midland.

The generous donors of this equipment are : Robert Collier, Craig Eaton, Rick Hudlow, George Lodge, Tom
Rush, Charles Wood, and the Oklahoma Wing. They
were warmly thanked and each one of them received a
print of Roy Grinnell's B26 Marauder painting that he
made for the FSS, a very modest present in comparison to
the generosity that these CAF members demonstrated towards our Unit. A very big MERCI to all of you ! This short
ceremony was very nicely concluded by Rick Hudlow who
said some very moving words : "With all that the French

AN EXCELLENT SURPRISE
The annual meal that the FSS organizes in Midland for
its members and friends took place in the evening of this
very same day, Thursday, October 3rd. As usual, the
master of this event was our good friend colonel Jim Ad4

public did in WWII to help our downed airmen survive and
escape, at great risk to themselves, this is a very small
piece of a large Thanks".

FRIDAY OCTOBER 4
Friday October 4th started with the mini-Airsho that the
CAF gives to handicapped children of the area of Midland and Odessa. Nicely named "Special Show for Special
People", this show brought some joy to these kids who
deserve all our attention and love for the courage they
demonstrate. Their smiles were the best reward for the
CAF volunteers who organized this airshow for them.
Irene and Roy Grinnell present the superb painting that Roy made for
the 2002 ACAHOF (Prints made from this painting are available from
the FSS or directly from Roy and Irene).

CAF GENERAL ASSEMBLY
The CAF General Assembly took place in the hangar during the afternoon of that same day. It included the traditional distribution of Awards to the most meritorious CAF
members and outsiders. The FSS members who received
an Award for year 2002 are the following :

This 2002 group had the great honor to be sponsored
by an exceptional man : David Lee "Tex" Hill, veteran of
the Flying Tigers. He was introduced by colonel Regis
Urschler. The latter, with great solemnity, but also with
great humor, knows how to remind everyone about the
importance of values which are too often forgotten, like
patriotism, dedication, camaraderie, friendship, freedom,
and honoring the memory of our veterans. He ended his
too short speech by an important statement that everyone must always bear in mind : "You only know the true
value of freedom when you lose it".

• George Lodge (Distinguished Service Award)
• Roy Grinnell (Silver Magnolia Award)
• Henri Bourrassier (Letter of Commendation)
• Eric Ducreau (Letter of Commendation)
• Louis-Jean Gioux (Letter of Commendation)
• Lucien Goubard (Letter of Commendation)

The impressive group of new colonels moved to the flightline where, in front of the crowd of spectators, Tex Hill
made them pronounce the few significant sentences of
their allegiance to the CAF and its goals, a ceremony that
sealed their membership in our organization.

• Claude Requi (Letter of Commendation)
• Alphonse Thiry (Letter of Commendation)
A big BRAVO to all of them for these distinctions that
reward exceptional efforts and hard work for the CAF
and its Units.
This ceremony was followed by the election of four new
members of the General Staff. Among the candidates is
colonel George Lodge, a very active member of the FSS.
We wish him good luck. Those of our members who were
not present for this election will soon have the occasion
to vote by mail, if, of course, they took the trouble to ask
for a ballot as indicated in our Newsletter and in Contrails.

Above : Sitting among the numerous new Colonels, David Lee "Tex"
Hill, dressed in white, veteran of the Flying Tigers. A first class mentor for this new 2002 new members.
Left : Colonel Regis Urschler, retired Brigadier-General and pilot of the
P-51D Gunfighter II, knows how to make the new members conscious
about the importance of the true values.

THE SHOW
The day carried on with the air display which had many
reasons to amaze the spectators. With the sound of some
hawaian music, the sky suddenly filled with airplanes
when started the attack on Pearl Harbor by the Tora !
Tora ! Tora ! group.

SATURDAY OCTOBER 5
Bombs blew up as Zero, Val, and Kate aircraft attacked
the airport, while a few allied aircraft tried to stop them.
This festival immediately gave an impressive start to a

This great week-end started at 10:00 with the traditional
ceremony for the new Colonels, in the CAF class-room.
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show that lasted all afternoon and included the re-enactment of the major air battles of WWII.
As usual, the team of pyrotechnicians, the Blastards,
did a great job with its explosions, flames, and smoke,
special effects without which, one must admit, Airsho
would not be what it is : The greatest Warbird airshow
in the world.
Safety and maintenance being paramount, a few aircraft were grounded : The B-29 came back from its U.S.
tour with a special FAA dispensation and a temporary
repair to a fuel leak that had started between engines 3
and 4. The Curtiss Helldiver was parked near the High
Sky Wing hangar, with its engine cowlings open, awaiting the good care of mechanics. The Hellcat, which had
arrived on the Thursday, suffered an ignition problem
which stopped it from participating to the show. The
B-17 Texas Raiders was also absent because of some
cracks in its wings' longeron, discovered during an inspection requested by the FAA.

this week-end because these aerobatics were perfect and
really impressive.
Another amusing display was the one given by Charlie
Kulp, who plays the role of a farmer
who, accidentally, manages to take-off
in a Piper J3 when the pilot gets out
of the plane to inspect the tail wheel.
This "novice" pilot performs some
of the most amazing aerobatics one
has ever seen done with a Piper Cub :
Flying near the stall speed, side slipping, landing on one wheel, and many
others. The result was a show that
pleased everyone, young or old, and
showed Charlie Kulp's exceptional flying abilities.

But the other airplanes of the fleet
were there, many of them, and the
spectators were happy. They had
the pleasure to see the San Marcos
based P-39 Airacobra, which came to
Midland after a long period of major
maintenance.
The re-enactment of the main WWII
air battles was the main course of
this great event, but the show also
included some spectacular and
amusing displays. The most amazing
(And the most deafening !) one, being
Jimmy Franklin's jet-powered Waco.
This 1940 biplane has been radically
modified by the addition of a turbo-jet
engine under its belly, an engine normally fitted to USAF fighters.

The demonstration of a jet-powered
school-bus, fitted with a J-34 Westinghouse which delivers 6000 pounds
of thrust was a show particularly appreciated by the young ones who did
not see themselves going to school
aboard such an unusual vehicle that
travels at 200 MPH !…

The plane was, of course, reinforced
to sustain the efforts that such a
thrust can apply to the aircraft structure, a modification which was approved by the FAA. The
result is a breath-cutting display that is able to surprise
the most experienced airshow amateurs !… But that is
not all, since Jimmy took-off again during the show for a
"wing-walking" demonstration with the very same plane.
For many spectators, this became the biggest event of

The Aeroshell aerobatics team of four T-6 aircraft was
another great entertainment made of precision formation
flying. Helped with generous smoke emitters, the team
performed aerobatics that are usually produced by modern jets or specialized aerobatics airplanes.
The afternoon ended with the usual barbecue in the
O'Club tent. Then, after sunset, the show started again
with the attack on Ploesti and its 500 feet long wall of fire,
and displays of the Waco-Jet, the jet-powered school bus,
and the Aeroshell T-6 team.
The end of the day was a superb display of fireworks
which, in everyone's opinion, was a master-piece of
harmony of colors and sounds. An experience that we
strongly recommend to the future visitors of Airsho
2003.
Since the country music singer Ronnie Milsap could not
make it, the day ended and allowed everyone to get some
well deserved extra rest after a full and tiring day.
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NEWS
It was on Friday October 4 that anyone was able to buy
a ticket for a trip aboard a warbird. The selected aircraft
were the B-17, B-24, C-47, SBD Dauntless, AT-19 Reliant, PT-26, C-45, Travelair, and Waco.
These flights of around 30 minutes took place on the
very same day between, 11:00 and 17:00, and the ticket
included access to Airsho for October 5 and 6. There is
an information that the amateurs must remember for
next year. All they will need to do is enquire with the CAF
during the days preceding Airsho, and find out about the
conditions and exact prices of these warbird joy rides.

SUNDAY OCTOBER 6
Waking up early, the FSS members returned to the airport for the second half of a memorable week-end. Everyone spent the morning taking pictures of static aircraft
and visiting the CAF Unit booths to buy the indispensable souvenirs, but also to chat with all the friends that
one could meet among the crowd. The latter grew bigger
and bigger as the morning went by and as the time of the
show was approaching. The air display was an improved
repetition of the previous day, except for the night show.
It included a very nice demonstration of formation flying
of modern jets and warbirds like the famous US Air Force
Heritage Flight and the US Navy Legacy Flight.

THANKS
How could we thank each of our members and friends
without running the risk of forgetting some of them ? This
is impossible considering the warm welcome they gave
us, their kindness, and their friendship. This is probably
what amazed most those who came to Midland for the
first time. The "Airsho Veterans" confirmed that it is the
same every year, which gave them an incentive to come
back in 2003, which I strongly advise them to do.
Professional photographer and reporter François Brévot,
had joined us for this trip that he did with colonel Claude
De Marco. François, who we do thank for his kindness
and his interest for the CAF and the FSS, was the one
who was totally surprised by the friendship that always
prevails amongst CAF members. He was able to carry out
his professional tasks fully, and enjoy the CAF camaraderie. He loved it so much that he decided to participate
to our General Assembly on November 23. You will,
therefore, be able to meet him and enjoy his company
like we did in Midland.

The air display of modern aircraft included the B-1B
Lancer, F-14, F-15, and F-18, while a big C-5 Galaxy was
displayed statically.
Over all, there was enough there to satisfy all tastes, and
a great satisfaction could be seen on every face after this
dream airshow.
The day ended with the Survivors' Party, in the O'Club
tent. This is the time that a dry storm chose to lift the fine
sand of Midland. The strong wind pushed the sand inside
the tent where everyone was sheltering. Fortunately, this
did not last long, but this storm reminded all of us about
the joys of Central Texas, where the weather can change
so rapidly and so radically.
Airsho was over. We said good bye to our friends and
made appointments for next year's Airsho 2003. We hope
that even more FSS members will travel to Midland for
this great event.
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Photo : David Atchinson

MIDLAND 2002

Small photo-album about Midland
2002. From left to right and clockwise : Grumman F-14 Tomcat, Curtiss
P-40 Warhawk, Grumman TBM
Avenger, Douglas SBD Dauntless,
Jim & Terry Adams, Beechcraft
C-45, entrance of the AAHM
Museum, Claude De Marco, Roy &
Irene Grinnell, and Eric Ducreau,
waiting for the fabulous fireworks
on Saturday night, Grumman TBM
Avenger, Bell P-63 Kingcobra lifting
a cloud of sand, North-American
B-25 Mitchell, School-Bus at 200
MPH, maintenance on a T-6, NorthAmerican P-51C Mustang, Grumman
F6F Hellcat, and wing-walking on
the Waco Jet.
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American Aircraft in French Colors

N.A. B-25 MITCHELL
By Colonels John P. Roeder and Michel Perrin

The B-25 medium bomber, famous since the Doolittle
raid on Tokyo in April 1942, was perhaps the best
medium bomber used by the Allies in WW II. Pilots liked
it for its good flight characteristics and dependability,
and it was an airplane without major vices. Although
originally intended for
level bombing from
medium altitudes, it
performed well in low
level bombing and
strafing.

In total French Mitchells flew 228 sorties with 208 aircraft over target. Basically the missions were flown by 12
aircraft in two boxes of six each.
At the end of 1945 Squadron 342 was dissolved, and
the remaining aircraft were returned
to the British, except
one. In addition to
this (a Mitchell III),
one USAAF B-25D
served with the postwar Armée de l’Air
as fast transport and
communications aircraft for the French
Government Liaison
Squadron
(GLAM).
General Leclerc, commander of the legendary Second Armored
Division,
the
first
allied force to enter Paris, and who had become the symbol of the French Army’s rebirth, used the B-25D named
“Tailly” as a personal transport. He perished together
with the crew and a dozen other passengers due to a
sandstorm in a totally unnecessary accident in Algeria
in 1947.

Ordered from the
drawing board, production had been
launched in February
1941. Of the 11,000
B-25s built, 9,916
were accepted by the
AAF for US, British,
Russian and Dutch
units. The type saw
service in every combat area of the war, but in the NW
European theater it was not operationally used by the
USAAF.
The R.A.F. however, which had received more than 830
Mitchells under Lend-Lease, used it from 1943 as light
day-bomber and later with the 2nd Tactical Air Force
in preparation of the Normandy landings and as close
support-bomber for the Allied armies advancing through
Belgium and Holland.

In 1951 the Mitchell disappeared from the Armée de l’Air
inventory.
DATA TABLE - N.A. B-25 MITCHELL II

The French Group “Lorraine”, integrated into the R.A.F.
as Squadron 342, which in October 1944 had moved
to Vitry-en-Artois (France) began to receive Mitchells
in replacement for its Bostons on 30 March 1945. This
change was perceived rather reluctantly by the crews
who highly appreciated the Douglas bomber.

Description : Medium bomber with a crew of 5
Propulsion : 2 x 1700 HO Wright R-2600
Span : 67 ft 7 in (20,60 m)
Gross Weight : 34000 lb (34000 lb15420 kg)
Maximum Speed : 290 mph (470 km/h)

In total 10 Mitchell IIs (B-25C/D) and 19 Mitchell IIIs
were supplied by the British. From Vitry French Mitchells
flew 11 missions (one of which had to be aborted), before
the “Groupe Lorraine” moved to Gilze-Rijen (Holland).
From there another 10 missions were flown against targets in Germany until 2 May, when the surrender of the
German forces was imminent.

Cruise Speed : 230 mph (380 km/h)
Range : 1500 mls (2410 km)
Service Ceiling : 21200 ft (6460m)
Armament : 6 x 0.50 cal guns in 4 positions
Normal bomb load : 3000 lbs (1360 kg)
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FSS GENERAL ASSEMBLY
AGENDA

"CEUX DU NORMANDIE NIEMEN"
BY COLONEL YVES DONJON

The Agenda for our General Assembly on November 23,
will include at least the following subjects :

Col. Yves Donjon's new book will be
on sale during our General Assembly
on November 23.

• Honoring of the FSS members who have gone West.
• Communiqué to the FSS members from the CAF
Executive Director, mister Bob Rice.
• Moral state of the FSS.
• Financial state of the FSS.
• P.X. situation
• Gift to the FSS of a WWII pilot flight gear by our friends
members of the Dallas-Fort Worth Wing, of the Oklahoma
Wing, and various other people, to replace the equipment
stolen during the La Ferté-Alais airshow in 2002.
• Report on the Grand Opening of the Mission 441 display in the AAHM in Midland.
• State of the book "Mission 441" by col. Jacques Leroux.
• Project of books made of the articles by cols. Jean Roeder
and Michel Perrin, and articles by col. Michel Cahiez.
• L Bird Project and all sub-projects linked to it (Prints
of paintings by Bellis and Grinnell, photos by Requi and
Delfino, creation of the L Bird operating team, etc…).
• Final touch to the FSS Internal Rules.
• Purchase of two new tents to represent the CAF and
the FSS during Airshows.
• FSS electrical power units.
• Project of a common project for the CAF Airsho 2003
(Normandie Niemen Museum and veterans).
• Organisation of visits to the Normandy Landing places
for our american friends.
• Organisation of a visit to Verdun.
• Co-operation with the Musée Normandie Niemen in Les
Andelys (Roy Grinnell painting and scale 1 Yak 3 model).
• Election of the FSS Unit Leader for the next three years.
• Oral questions and discussions with the FSS members.
• FSS Awards for the past year.

Those who wish to buy this book will
avoid the postage costs and will be
able to get it signed by the author.

WELCOME DOMINIQUE
ROYER
Dominique Royer got his CAF Commission via the
Internet. Our friend Donna Blalack who is responsible
for commissions sent us the information about this new
member who, once contacted via email, did not hesitate
one second to become an FSS member.
Like many of us, Dominique is part of those who, one
day, saw an aircraft fly and never "recovered" from it.
Since the age of 12, he has been collecting documents,
models, and anything linked to aviation, Dominique likes
the japanese and german aircraft that were operated by
the french Armée de l'Air.
But his favourite airplane
for the 1939-1945 period
is the Curtiss P40 (Ed : An
excellent choice as everyone knows !…).
Trained as an architect,
Dominique decided, a
long time ago, to quit this
profession and became
a Project Manager, an
activity that calls for
numerous qualities in
organizing and managing
work teams. This busy
occupation asks for a lot of travelling. Dominique is
currently established in Korea where he works in collaboration with a team of workers, from Chile, on water
treatment stations… These numerous trips allowed him
to visit many museums in China, Vietnam, and other
countries.

This General Assembly will end with our annual dinner
at 19:30. The FSS P.X. will be open, and a silent auction
will allow you to acquire various interesting articles.

ACCESS MAP TO HOTEL ACADIE
Hôtel ACADIE
24 Rue Marcel Paul - 93290 Tremblay en France
Tél: 01 48 60 42 18 - Fax: 01 48 61 93 21

Dominique likes writing, and he has a few books in
reserve, the he will complete when his occupation lets
him do so (Ed : We will take any interesting and well
illustrated articles…). Father of a 14 years old boy, also
crazy about airplanes, Dominique hopes to be in Midland
for Airsho 2003, when he returns from Korea and gets
back to his home town in Clermont-Ferrand, but we
hope that we" won't have to wait that long to meet him.
In the mean time, you are welcome in the CAF and the
FSS Dominique !
Dominique ROYER
23 Rue Saint Hérem
63000 Clermont Ferrand
email : < Dominique.ROYER@ondeo-degremont.com >
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"WARBIRDS" PHOTO SHOW IN PARIS

included dozens of landings, a
basic aerobatics training was
performed. Gilles demonstrated
his ability for this kind of flying
and his instructor, Claude Requi,
was able to congratulate him at
the end of these flights.

Cols. Claude Requi and Bernard Delfino display 50 of
their photographs in the Café Aéronautique LE TRAIT
D'UNION, 122 Rue de Rennes, 75006 PARIS, from
October 01, 2002,
till February 01,
2003,
for
the
benefit of the CAf
and the FSS. The
prints based on
Roy
Grinnell's
paintings
(B26
Marauder of the
Groupe
Bretagne
and
Normandie
Niemen) will also
be displayed during
the same period.

Gilles is now happy to be a real
warbird pilot. Our congratulations Gilles !

HELP TO THE L BIRD PROJECT
The number of Sponsors for our L Bird acquisition
project increases every month, like the sums of money
that the most enthusiastic of them have donated to our
Squadron so far.
October had a few good surprises for us, and we sincerely
thank for their generosity the following colonels : Regis
Urschler, Dominique Royer, Roy Grinnell, and Sandy
Sansing, as well as Liliane Ruppert.

We can only recommend our members and readers
to go and visit this
show, and enjoy a
meal, or simply to
have a drink. A very nice way to show your solidarity to
our Unit.

Thanks to their important donations, our savings have
grown significantly. A very big MERCI to all of you for
such an exceptional enthusiasm !
We must carry on following this path. The goal is there,
very close, but still very far too. The creation of the team
who will be responsible for this plane is still to be done.
The number of volunteers is far from sufficient, and we
simply regret that shyness is sometimes greater than
enthusiasm. This matter will be an excellent and fascinating subject for discussion during our next General
Assembly.

THE BEAUTIFUL PICTURES !
A new interesting book with the 150 pictures it contains,
made by the swiss Joe
Rimensberger. All these
photographs have been
taken in flight and are
about classic airplanes.

JACQUES REMLINGER HAS GONE WEST

The price of this book
which is due to come out
in November is 46 Euros,
P & P inclusive. You can
order it from :

The companion and friend of Pierre Clostermann, Jacques
Remlinger, died on October 10, 2002.
Owning many distinctions among which the Distinguished
Flying Cross, the Médaille Militaire, and the Légion
d'Honneur, Jacques Remlinger was a real hero who denied
to be one because he was modesty personified. He was a
man who knew the true value of simple but so important
words like "honor", "friendship", "love", "freedom". These
words which sound so unimportant today, but which will
never lose their meaning and will come up stronger when
necessary, thanks to heroes like him. Au revoir Jacques
Remlinger. Thanks for all you have done to save our
freedom. You have left, but we know we will be reunited
soon…

Editions Favre S.A.
Case postale 3552
CH - 1002 Lausanne

GILLES AVENEL
Our friend Gilles Avenel started his training on Claude
Requi's T-6G last year in August. During this period he
flew 6 hours. This experience was reiterated in August
2002, with another 6 hours. After a basic training which

Jacques Remlinger (Left) with Pierre Clostermann
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L BIRD SPONSORS - OCTOBER 2002

The FSS P.X.

EXTERNAL SPONSORS

The following articles are available against a payment by
cheque to the French Supporter Squadron.
(N.B.: Postage is extra).

AVIATION CLUB DE FRANCE - LE PUBLIC SYSTEME CINÉMA
LE FANA DE L’AVIATION - SCHOTT NYC

INTERNAL SPONSORS

• Official Squadron patch:  9,20.
• “Gioux” type Squadron patch:  6,10.
• Pins epoxy, various:  5,50.
• Pins cloisonné, various:  7.60.
• Painting “Lloyd’s Dream” 50x76cm:  40,00.
• Painting “Lloyd’s Dream” 50x76cm. framed:  55,00.
• 100 sheets of paper with your letter head:  8,00.
• Color Photos (B17, B25, etc…) 30x45cm:  7,70.
• Color Photos (B17, B25, etc…) 30x45cm framed:  20,00.
• T shirt Piper CUB, 170 grams, Hanes, XL  16,00.
• T shirt cartoon P40, 170 grams, Hanes, XL:  16,00.
• T shirts: Other sizes available on order.
• T shirts illustrated with the picture of your choice (Maximum
size A5): Send in yourpicture and we will make the Tshirt of your
dreams (Warning! Only send pictures that are totally free from
copyrights):  12,00.
• Color aircraft profiles 15 x 20 cm. pre-framed: Various:
 4,00 each.
• Warbird cards:  4,00 each.
• Video cassette of sequences filmed in Midland (55mn) VHS
PAL:  16,00.
• Large format paintings by Col. Eric Besançon: F4U Corsair
and Messerschmitt 262 night fighter:  31,00.
• Poster of 36 WWII airplanes painted by Jean Bellis,
61x81cm:  9,20 (FSS Members)  12,50 (Non Membres).
• Prints of the Roy Grinnell paintings - Normandie Niemen,
Corsair F4U7, and B26 Marauder - Unsigned :  40,00 +
P & P. Signed by veterans :  60,00 + P & P.
• Post Cards based on the same paintings (B26 Marauder,
Corsair, and Neuneu) :  0,50 each.
• CD Rom of 36 FSS Newsletters (Years 2000, 2001, and
2002), French and English, compatible PC and Macintosh,
.pdf format readable with Adobe Acrobat Reader :  15,00 P
& P inclusive.

(Par ordre chronologique)

XMAS SHOPPING
The FSS gift shop (P.X.) will open after our General
Assembly. Many articles which will make nice Xmas
presents will be offered for sale or put up for auction.
Don't forget !

CODE NAME ALPHA 2002 • November 2002
µµ No Colonel recruitment at this date µµ
Recruitments other than Code Name Alpha :
Patrick GREMEZ (Associate Member)
Dominique ROYER (Colonel)

The French Supporter Squadron is a non-profit Association ruled by the
1901 law, and registered under number 2473 of the Journal Officiel dated
10 July 1996.

Unit Leader : Col. Bernard DELFINO
Tel : 0148690457 - email : bdelfino26@aol.com
Executive Officer : Col. Claude REQUI
Tel : 0442287755 - email : claude.requi@wanadoo.fr
Finance Officer : Col. Didier CARDINAL
Tel : 0160260798 - email : delta.charlie@wanadoo.fr
Adjutant : Col. Eric DUCREAU
Tel : 0148616735 - email : edducreau@aol.com
AIRSHOW is a publication of the French Supporter Squadron of the
Commemorative Air Force, Inc. - Any partial or complete reproduction of the
articles and the illustrations published in this monthly Newsletter is forbidden without the agreement of the FSS. Please write to the Association at the
following address : 19 rue de Cannes 93600 - Aulnay sous Bois - FRANCE.
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Marcel FRANCISCI
Bernard DELFINO
Jacques PERAGALLO
Sandy & Connie SANSING
Cédric MALHAIRE
Claude REQUI
Michel CAHIEZ
Julien LEPELLETIER
Fumiko DELFINO
Jean-Jacques SAHUT
Lewis & Bunty BATEMAN
Stéphane DUCHEMIN
Serge CLODORE
Daniel CLODORE
Jean-Paul MERLIER
Jean RŒDER
Roger VAUCAMP
Daniel & Lucie SAUVAGE
Patrick PIERRE-PIERRE
Marcel et Liliane RUPPERT
Christian FREZARD
Jean-Christophe DEBUISSON
Michel BON
Dons anonymes du PUBLIC
Paul BARLAND
Ron WESP
Christian FALENTIN
Christian TOURNEMINE
Didier CARDINAL
Louis-Jean GIOUX
Eric DUCREAU
Eric JANSSONNE
Henri BOURRASSIER
Jim LUX
Jean-Claude MINIGGIO
Christophe BASTIDE
Yves DONJON
Guy ROBERT
Centex Wing
Christiane HÉBERT
Yuri DELFINO
Kim TOLFREE
Georges VAN HOVE
Terran TIDWELL
Yves HOUSSIN
Jean-Jacques VAUCHER
Bernard PIERACCI
Eric BESANÇON
Hervé CHERRY
Bob & Lil AYARS
Giovanni COMIS
Peter LANGRIDGE
Jean-Claude PETIT
Claude GASCON
Nicolas LIBIS
Gilles AVENEL
Gilles BAILLOT
Patrick GREMEZ
Isabelle LESSER
Roy GRINNELL
Alphonse THIRY
Semaan SOUEID
Hank POTTER
Claude DE MARCO
Dominique ROYER
Regis URCHLER
Posters Bellis US Aircraft
Intérêts Bancaires Annuels

3952,71
2362,97
1000,00
2268,40
213,75
1590,91
433,58
318,71
447,70
152,45
880,08
136,44
53,36
53,36
75,08
741,19
300,00
203,52
667,74
341,16
76,22
280,00
103,36
388,49
152,45
609,80
152,45
86,72
173,12
140,80
60,98
218,00
229,85
411,61
60,98
589,93
288,16
198,18
26,68
304,90
148,45
176,84
76,22
118,91
152,45
243,94
76,22
83,85
76,22
59,46
177,85
22,87
31,25
152,45
167,52
428,18
45,73
59,03
99,09
809,20
68,11
50,00
100,00
14,60
21,80
175,77
141,29
1035,48

TOTAL

25938,58

F
250000
245000
240000
235000
230000
225000
220000
215000
210000
205000
200000
195000
190000
185000
180000
175000
170000
165000
160000
155000
150000
145000
140000
135000
130000
125000
120000
115000
110000
105000
100000
95000
90000
85000
80000
75000
70000
65000
60000
55000
50000
45000
40000
35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0


38112
37350
36588
35826
35063
-34301
33539
32777
32014
31252
30490
29728
28965
28203
27441
26679
25916
25154
24392
23630
22867
22105
21343
20581
19818
19056
18294
17532
16769
16007
15245
14483
13720
12958
12196
11434
10671
9909
9147
8385
7622
6860
6098
5336
4573
3811
3049
2287
1524
762
0

(170145,92 F)

